
Study Guide:  Chapter 3 and 4     TEST Tuesday and Wednesday 11/05-11/06 

 

1. Perform a dihybrid Punnett square from a written description of inheritance, including independent assortment 

and ratio probabilities. 

2. Know your VOCABULARY for BOTH chapters! 

trait – observable characteristic 

alleles – options for a gene 

gene – code for production of a protein 

segregation – separation of alleles into individual gametes during meiosis 

phenotype – physical expression of a genotype 

genotype – written gene code for a specific phenotype 

homozygous – 2 identical copies of an allele – TT or tt 

heterozygous – different copies of an allele - Tt 

hemizygous – single copy of an allele as seen in the male sex chromosomes XTY or XtY 

codominance – equal expression of both alleles; offspring looks like BOTH parents 

incomplete dominance – equal expression of both alleles; offspring look like neither parent; red x white = pink 

gene interaction – the expression of one gene due to the influence of another gene or the environment 

genetic anticipation – the expression of a phenotype in each successive generation earlier than the last 

multiple alleles – more than 2 different alleles for a single trait; ABO has 3 alleles/options 

null allele – leads to NO expression of the gene into a phenotype. 

organelle heredity – inheritance of genes in mitochondria or chloroplasts (plants) 

sex-influenced inheritance – phenotype is expressed by levels of sex hormones in the individual 

sex-limited inheritance – phenotype expression is limited to males or females only, even if genotypes are the same 

sex-linked inheritance – genes are inherited on X chromosome and expression is dependent on Mendelian 

patterns; males only receive 1 copy of the allele so expression is more often seen in males 

wild-type allele – the expected phenotype in a population; all others are mutants 

3. Know the COMMONLY used symbols for Pedigree Construction 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Analyze pedigree  

Ability to easily determine if a pedigree is NOT dominant? 

Ability to recognize the pattern of mother to son inheritance for X-linked conditions 

Ability to recognize the pattern of father to daughter inheritance for X-linked conditions 

 

 

5. Review blood group inheritance and be able to solve problems related to blood group inheritance. 
Know – chromosome locations, inheritance patterns, and what leads to expression of phenotypes. 

6.  

Describe the significance of mitochondrial DNA in term of human disease and inheritance. 

How is mtDNA passed from parents to offspring? 
  Mom to all children; daughter to all children; not from dads to children 

Why is mtDNA vulnerable to mutations? 
  Many probable mutagens that can lead to mutations located in or near mitochondria 
  Inability to locate and correct mutations – no proofreading ability 

What VITAL biochemical process is faulty when mutations occur in mtDNA? 
   Aerobic cellular respiration – glycolysis, Kreb Cycle, Electron Transport Chain 



7. Chi-Square Analysis and Probability 
Could you apply Chi square to ANY set of data, not simply Mendelian ratios, if the expected is provided? 

 

Practice 

1. In the garden pea, yellow pod color is dominant to green and this trait segregates completely during gamete 

formation.  The parent generation of offspring are true-breeders, creating yellow F1 progeny that is allowed to 

then self-fertilize to create an F2 generation.  The progeny appeared in the following numbers.  a) Do they 

represent an F2 Mendelian ratio?   

740 yellow 

254 green   

  

 

 

 

 

Phenotype Observed Expected Ratio Expected Number Math 

Yellow 740 .75 745.5 (740-745.5)2/745.5 = 0.0406 

Green 254 .25 248.50 (254-248.5)2/248.5 = 0.1217 

Totals 994 1.0 994 X2 = .1623 

Use this number with the Critical 

Value table above, 0.05 column to 

determine if your data represents 

a traditional expected Mendelian 

3:1 ratio  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. In the garden pea, yellow pod color is dominant to green, and inflated pod shape is dominant to the constricted 

form. Considering both of these traits jointly in self-fertilized dihybrids, the progeny appeared in the following 

numbers.  a) Do they represent an F2 Mendelian ratio?  b) Do they represent an F2 Mendelian ration as 

monohybrid traits? 

556 yellow, inflated 

193 green, inflated 

184 yellow constricted 

61 green, constricted 

Do this problem the same way as the monohybrid chi square analysis however, the expected ratios are now 9:3:3:1 

out of 16. 

Phenotype Observed Expected ratio Expected number The Math 

Yellow/Inflated 556 9/16 = .5625 559.125 (556-559.125)2/559.125 =  

Yellow/Constricted 184 3/16 = .1875 186.375 (184-186.375)2/186.375 =  

Green/Inflated 193 3/16 = .1875 186.375 (193-186.375)2/186.375 =  

Green/Constricted 61 1/16 = .0625 62.125 (61-62.125)2/62.125 =  

Totals 994 1 994 X2 = sum of the above number 

Use this number with the Critical 

Value table above, 0.05 column to 

determine if your data represents 

a traditional expected Mendelian 

9:3:3:1 ratio 

 

3. In rabbits, white fur color (W) is dominant to black, and long ears (L) are dominant to short.  Draw a Punnett 

square that represents the cross between two rabbits heterozygous for both traits.  What are the phenotype and 

genotype ratios? 

Cross a WwLl x WwLl 

 Gametes for both parents will be:   WL Wl wL wl 

Offspring should represent a traditional  

9:3:3:1 ratio of D/D: D/R: R/D: R/R 
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4. Set up a Punnett square using the following information: 
Dominate allele for purple corn kernels = R 
Recessive allele for yellow corn kernels = r 
Dominate allele for starchy kernels = T 
Recessive allele for sweet kernels = t 

 
Parent 1:  heterozygous purple/homozygous starchy = PpTT = gametes = PT PT pT pT 
Parent 2:  homozygous yellow/heterozygous starchy = ppTt = gametes = pT pt pT pt 
  
  

 PT PT pT pT 

pT PpTT PpTT ppTT ppTT 

Pt PPTt PPTt PpTt PpTt 

pT PpTT PpTT ppTT ppTT 

pt PpTt PpTt ppTt ppTt 

 
a)  What are the possible PHENOTYPE ratios? 

 
Purple/starchy   Yellow/Starchy 

10/16 = 5/8        6/16 = 3/8 


